ON BERRY-ESSEEN APPROXIMATION AND A FUNCTIONAL LIL FOR A CLASS OF DEPENDENT RANDOM FIELDS CHANDRAKANT M. DEO AND H. SHIP-FAH WONG
In this paper we derive a Berry-Esseen type approximation for a class of dependent random fields and use it to obtain a functional law of the iterated logarithm.
1* Introduction* In recent years there has been considerable interest in multiparameter stochastic collections or the so-called random fields. In this note we deal with stationary, dependent discrete-parameter random field. In [3] a concept of ^-mixing was introduced for such random fields and a functional central limit theorem was proved for them. Here we obtain a Berry-Esseen type approximation for such random fields and use it to prove a functional law of the iterated logarithm.
The set-up and the basic notation is as in [3] . Z q is the set of all g-tuples of integers (g^l). We denote the points in Z q by t, n etc. or sometimes explicitly by (i lf i 2 , , i q ), (n l9 n 2 , , n q ) etc. Let {ξ n : n e Z q ] be a stationary, ^-mixing random field as defined in [3] . We denote the partial sums of this random field by S n or S Λlin2 ,.., Wff i.e., We will assume throughout that:
(1) E(ξ n ) = 0 and E\ζ n \ 2+rί < co for some η > 0 .
We will also assume the following condition in [3] on the rate of ό-mixing:
(2) j>*-y /2 (r)< oo . (1) and (2) there exists C > 0, a > 0 such that sup|P{σ-%-9/2 S., % ,..,. < t) -Φ{t)\ < Cn~a , for all n . 
Then S ΛtΛ = w n + < + v» + <". Because of condition (2), by Proposition 1.1.20 of [6] , we have E(j 2 m (n)) = #(τ m )(α 2 + ft (rm) ) where γi stands for one of the a m or βZ, βZ', β£ and #(τ«) is the "size" of the block 7. and p U r m) -> 0 if Furthermore, as in Theorem 1.1.22 of [6] we get:
For (1, 1) ^ m <; (j«, j«) define α' m («.) to be independent random variables having the same law as a a>ι) (n); then as in Theorem 1.1.22 of [6] we get:
For this computation, it is easy to show that the "end blocks" α n (w)(with m, or m 2 equal to μ + 1) become negligible for large n.
/»=i (v) because by [4, Lemma 7] . j&(|α (lll) 
From (i)-(vi) and using a similar argument as in Theorem 1.1.22 of [6] , for r > 0
If we choose a
). Since condition (2) , nθ q ) 0 < ^ ^ 1. Then we have
In fact it is in this stronger form that we will use it in the proof of Theorem 2.
THEOREM 2. Let (1) and (2) Proof. We will give only a very brief sketch of the proof since the arguments used are fairly standard and can be found e.g., in Chover (1967) and Wichura (1973) . Take q = 2 for simplicity and σ = 1 without loss of generality.
We begin by showing a kind of asymptotic equi-continuity in the following form: Let B = ILfe, t<] be a block in T g ; write m(B) = min^^^tί -sj. Then LEMMA 
Given ε > 0, 3δ > 0 such that if B is any block with m(B) < δ then the event {\H n (A)\ > ε} occurs only finitely often wp.l.
Proof. Standard arguments (using the triangle inequality) such as those appearing on pp. 56-59 of Billingsley (1968) show that it suffices to prove the following: Given ε > 0, 3δ > 0 such that
But this can be proved in a straightforward manner using the maximal inequality developed on pp. 713-714 of [3] , Theorem 1 above and the arguments in § 3 of Chover (1967) . We omit the details. Let now m be a positive integer. Consider a partition of the unit square (ϊ 72 ) into mxm squares with corners (i/m, j/m), 0 <^ i, j <>m. We enumerate these squares (blocks) arbitrarily as B im , 1 <^ i <; m 2 . Let y > 0 be a small positive number and denote by B* m = Bf m (Ί) the square which is concentric with B im (and is contained in B im ) with each side being equal to (1 -2y) We now proceed to prove (a) of the theorem. Let {θ^ 1 5g i <i m 2 } be real numbers such that ΣΓ=\^ = 1. To prove (a) it suffices to show that for each m,
In view of the preceding lemmas it thus suffices to prove (with c > 1 sufficiently close to 1 and 7 > 0 sufficiently small) Σ n=l But the proof of this is essentially the same as given in §4 of Chover (1967) . The only complication here is that the m 2 random variables {H[ e n](B* m ): 1 ^ i ^ ^2} are not independent. But there is enough separation among these and it suffices to apply Lemma 1.1.5 in Iosifescu and Theodorescu (1969) .
To prove (b) take xeK witlΛΎid'x/dt^Ydt^ < 1. We need to
JoJo
show that Vε > 0, P(lim inf d(H nf x) < ε) = 1. Again in view of the preceding lemmas and the arguments in Sec.5 of Chover (1967) it is enough to prove for sufficiently small δ > 0, 7 > 0 P(lim % _ >oo sup F n ) = 1 where [It might be noted here that (35) in [2] is insufficient; it should be strengthened to Pilim^^ supf\Cv v) ) = 1.] Now if the probability of F % in computed on the assumption that the m 2 random variables {j EΓre»]CB& ): 1 ^ i ^ ^2} are independent then the error committed is at most m 2 φι ve n } which forms a term of a convergent series in n. Hence using part (a) of the lemma on page 142 of [5] it is enough to show Σ* P(FJ -°° B u * given Theorem 1 this follows from computations which are standard in the proof of Strassen's theorem. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
